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Abstract In this paper
 
 we continue to develop our approach to the
orem proof search in the EAstyle that is theorem proving in the frame
work of integrated processing mathematical texts written in a storder for
mal language close to the natural language used in mathematical papers
This framework enables constructing a sound and complete goaloriented
sequenttype calculus with largeblock inference rules In particular it
contains the formal analogs of such natural proof search techniques as def
inition handling and auxiliary proposition application The calculus allows
to incorporate symbolic computations in an inference search
 
This research was partially supported by the project INTAS  and by the
EPSRS grant GRM	
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rst author
 
  Introduction
In early  s VGlushkov initiated the programme of work on the au
tomation of theorem proof search in mathematics That programme re
ceived later the name 	Evidence Algorithm
 EA or AO due to Russian
	Algoritm Ochevidnosti
 One of the basic notions in the EA programme
was the notion of evidence of a proof step which changes as EA progresses
	The structure of Evidence Algorithm needs to leave room for un
bounded replenishment of EA with new and new blocks for the purpose of
creating more levels of hierarchy For practical application of EA it is im
portant to achieve such a level in its progress when an average length of a
proof including refutation examples construction comes practically to an
average length of proofs required in textbooks and monographs and then in
special papers Therewith of course besides Evidence Algorithm proper
information base of the system which contains descriptions in practical
mathematical logic language of dierent kinds of concepts used in a spe
cic mathematical theory under consideration as also properties of these
concepts procedures for the generation and investigation of examples etc
is to be developed All this information abundance ought to be used by
EA just as a human does it
  
In accordance with the principles  of this programme the following
scheme of automated theorem proving in the EAstyle have been developed
An assertion to be proven is immersed in a mathematical text written in
socalled Theory Language TL  The language TL was designed to
meet the following requirements to be a communication link between a
user and a computer within an automated theorem proving system to be
a formal language for representing and storing mathematical data to be a
highlevel language close to a language of usual mathematical publications
The language TL contains a rich collection of linguistic structures that
on the one hand have precise denitions in terms of BNF and on the
other hand are similar to constructions of natural languages That is why
it has been selected as the rst approximation to a family of formalized
mathematical languages for EA
Then such a TLtext is transformed into a socalled TL text if it is
possible A TL text consists of TL sentences which are on the one hand
analogs of  storder logic formulas and on the other hand preserve the
signature of an original TLtext its syntax and structure ie partitioning
into denition sections auxiliary proposition sections and a theorem to be
proved In what follows the dual nature of a TL sentence will be often
exploited Now a TL text is a source for proof search in the EAstyle
In the framework of such an approach to automated theorem proving
in the EAstyle a special sequenttype formalism has been developed 
As a result two socalled asequent calculi have been suggested  They
are sound and complete and satisfy the following requirements syntactical
form of an initial problem should be preserved deduction should be done
in the signature of initial texts in particular preliminary skolemization
should be nonobligatory proof searching should be goaloriented equality
handling should be separated from deductive processes
In this paper we continue to develop our approach to theorem proof
search in the EAstyle that is theorem proving in the framework of in
tegrated processing mathematical texts written in a formal  storder lan
guage close to the natural language used in mathematical papers This
framework enables constructing a sound and complete goaloriented sequent
type calculus with 	largeblock
 inference rules In particular it contains
the formal analogs of such natural proof search techniques as denition
handling and auxiliary proposition application
 Basic computeroriented approaches to logical inference
search in storder classical calculi
The beginning of EA programme realization can be referred to the publi
cation of the paper  on the heuristic procedure for theorem proof search
in Group Theory in which there was made allowance on a formal level
for some proof search methods used in mathematical papers Then that
formal technique was extended to specic fragments of Set Theory Its nal
completion appeared as the specic calculus AGS Auxiliary Goal Search
 which was meant for ascertaining the validity of  storder classical logic
formulas In parallel research on a formal language  oriented to the rep
resentation of mathematical texts intended to be processed by a computer
was performed That language can be viewed as an analog of a classical
 storder language enriched with means which enable to use constructions
and notation more convenient and usual for mathematicians
Historically it is worth noting that the end of the  s  beginning of
the  s can be characterized as the period of coming into existence com
puters with such a performance rate information capacity and exibility
that programming complex intellectual processes became feasible As a
response to the emergence of computing machinery of that sort a series of
papers appeared in which the issues of the implementation of Gentzentype
calculi  and inference search methods relying on the results of Skolem  
and Herbrand    were discussed For more detail the reader is referred
to for example         etc It might be well to point out that
in those rst papers an answer to the principal question about a possibility
to use computers for mathematical reasoning was provided But the lack
of machineoriented techniques for the optimization of enumeration during
reasoning impeded getting a proof even for rather simple true assertions
in  storder classical logic Investigations with the aim of improving the
eciency of the proof search methods proposed resulted in coming into
existence Kangers calculus   of Gentzen type and Robinsons resolu
tion method   of SkolemHerbrand type For those days the latter
yielded the most ecient machineoriented inference search technique for
the  storder classical predicate calculus by using Robinsons unication
algorithm SYuMaslovs inverse method   is worth of special not
ing here It can be formulated in resolution terms for  storder classical
logic although the initially proposed scheme of the inverse method was
subsequently extended to nonclassical logics Thus studies on automated
theorem proving were later on concentrated mainly upon improving the
potentialities of the SkolemHerbrand approach So unication algorithms
which took account of specic features of a particular  storder theory with
equality were proposed Aunication ACunication etc The ways of
buildingin special equality handling rules for instance the paramodu
lation rule into resolutionbased methods have been investigated Sub
sequent attempts for the advancement of the SkolemHerbrand approach
resulted in arising tableaux methods the connection graph method goal
oriented search methods etc
The lower eciency of Kangers approach as compared with the Skolem
Herbrand approach can be explained by the fact that Kangertype calculi
and the AGS calculus is among them do not need the obligatory carrying
out of preliminary skolemization that can result in arising the superuous
enumeration caused by the possibility of dierent orders of logical mainly
quantier inference rules application and the necessity of center formulas
duplication when applying some of those rules At the same time machine
oriented GentzenKangertype methods reect proof techniques which are
more 	natural
 for a human They also enable to construct rather exible
tools to support a dialogue between a user and a computer during interac
tive inference search and to facilitate understanding a proof process by a
user So in the framework of EA programme realization activity achieving
the improved search eciency of AGS by a possibility both of 	transition

to the sound and complete if possible deductive processing of mathe
matical texts written in a formalized mathematical language close to usual
mathematical publication languages and the application of mathematical
facts gained came forward as a central problem of proof search automation
As a result of research performed the sound and complete  storder
calculus of asequents with an original notion of an admissible substitution
has been suggested  This notion has been introduced with the aim
of the optimization of additional eorts connected with the possibilities of
dierent orders of quantier eliminationwithout preliminary skolemization
It has been shown later that the notion of an admissible substitution can
be easily 	builtin
 into standard Gentzen calculi  
Along with GentzenKangertype calculi SkolemHerbrandtype calculi
have been investigated  The retrospective point of view on the linguis
tic tools and deductive systems of EA can be found in  

 The current state of the EAstyle inference search
Nowadays we carry out research work within the EA programme see Web
site httptccybunivkievuaea at a new level of understanding the
problem of automated theorem proving and taking into account existing
trends in the development of program systems which support 	doing math
ematics

In  the asequent calculi gS and mS were proposed and the for
mal description of gS was given but the calculus mS was only illustrated
by an example whereas the inference rules of mS were not presented To
make up this deciency we give in this paper the formal description of mS
This paper reects continuing eorts to attack the problem of automated
theoremproving in the EAstyle by the application of denitions and aux
iliary propositions Following  we denote the corresponding calculus as
mS To make the paper 	selfcontained
 enough we give here the necessary
denitions
The calculus mS permits to present an initial problem as a text in a cer
tain  storder formal language containing denitions and auxiliary propo
sitions and to use analogs of such natural theorem proving techniques as
the application of denitions and auxiliary propositions The peculiarity
of our approach is that needed denitions and auxiliary propositions are
extracted from a selfcontained mathematical text written in the formal
language TL  approximated to languages of usual mathematical papers
A selfcontained mathematical text is a text that in addition to a proposi
tion to be proved also includes assumptions propositions and denitions
that can be used when the proof of a given assertion is searching for
Processing a selfcontained mathematical text for the purpose of proving
a given theorem is divided into three parts
  writing down an original mathematical text as a TLtext
 translating the TLtext into a TL text
 searching for a proof in mS within the TL text environment
 The calculus mS and theorem proving
In this section we present the calculus mS as a deductive basis for solving
the problem of the validity of a given assertion in the context of a natural
mathematical text After the text is written in TLlanguage and converted
into a TL text a theorem proof search is carried out using the inference
rules of mS
The calculus mS is an extension of gS  with additional inference rules
for the application of denitions and auxiliary propositions

 Preliminaries
The basic object of mS is an asequent An asequent may be considered as
a special generalization of the standard notion of a sequent We consider
asequents having one object 	goal
 in its succedent only
We treat here  storder classical logic in the form of the sequent calculus
G given in 
We treat the notion of a substitution as in   Any substitution com
ponent is considered to be of the form tx where x is a variable and t is a
term of a substitution
Let L be a literal then   L denotes its complement We use the
expression Lt
 
     t
n
 to denote that t
 
t
n
is a list of all the terms
possibly with repetitions occupying the argument places in the literal
L in the order of their occurrences in L If x y are variables and F is a
formula then F j
x
y
denotes the result of replacing x with y
We also assume that besides usual variables there are two countable sets
of special variables namely unknown variables and xed variables dum
mies and parameters in the terminology of  
An ordered triple  wFE  is called an ensemble i w is a sequence
a word of unknown and xed variables F is a  storder formula and E
is a set of pairs of terms t
 
 t

equations of the form t
 
 t


An asequent is an expression of the form P D B w
 
 P
 
 E
 

 w
n
 P
n
 E
n
   wFE  where  w
 
 P
 
 E

 w
n
 P
n
 E
n

 wFE  are ensembles B is a list of literals possibly empty P and
D are lists of TL sentences corresponding to auxiliary propositions and
denitions respectively
Ensembles in the antecedent of an asequent are called premises and an
ensemble in the succedent of an asequent is called a goal of this asequent
The collection of the premises is thought as a set So the order of the
premises is immaterial
Let W be a set of sequences of unknown and xed variables and s
be a substitution Put AW s  f z t w  z is a variable of s t is
a term of s w  W  and z lies in w to the left of some xed variable
from tg Then s is said to be admissible for W i   the variables of
s are unknown variables only and  there are not dierent elements
 z
 
 t
 
 w
 
 z
n
 t
n
 w
n
 in AW s such that t

z
 
 st
n
z
n  

st
 
z
n
 s n  
Decomposition of some TL sentence F by its principal logical connec
tive and possible interaction with P
i
results in generating new asequents
The sets E
 
E
n
 E dene the terms to be substituted for the unknown
variables in order to transform every equation t
 
 t

from E
 
E
n
 E
to identity t  t after applying to E
 
E
n
 E a substitution chosen in
a certain way The sets w
 
w
n
 w serve to check whether the substitu
tions generated during proof searching are admissible Note that in any
asequent some or all sequences from w
 
w
n
 w and some or all sets
from E
 
E
n
 E may be empty
An initial asequent is constructed as follows Suppose a selfcontained
TL text Txt consists of the collection D of denitions and the collection
P of auxiliary propositions and a theorem T is given which can be inter
preted in terms of the calculus G as a sequent of the form P
 
     P
n
 F 
Then an asequent P D  P
 
       P
n
 F will be con
sidered as an initial asequent wrt T and Txt
During proof searching in mS an inference tree is constructed At the
beginning of a search process it consists of an initial asequent The sub
sequent nodes of the inference tree are generated in accordance with the
rules described below Inference trees grow 	from top to bottom



 The calculus mS
In the formulation of rules below M denotes a set of premises D D
 

D

 is a list of denitions possibly empty P P
 
 P

 is a list of
auxiliary propositions possibly empty Sometimes P D will be omitted
when they are not used
Let us introduce inductively a notion of a positive negative	 occurrence
of a literal L in a formula F denoted by F bL

c and F bL
 
c respectively	
modulo equations in a rigorous way
I suppose that a literal F   F  can be obtained from Lt
 
     t
n
 by
means of replacing t
 
t
n
with some terms t

 
t

n
 Then L is said to
have a positive negative occurrence in the literal F modulo the equations
t
 
 t

 
t
n
 t

n

II  if F bL

c F bL
 
c modulo the equations t
 
 t

 
     t
n
 t

n
and
F
 
is a formula then L has a positive negative occurrence modulo the
equations t
 
 t

 
     t
n
 t

n
 in the following formulas F  F
 
 F
 
 F 
F  F
 
 F
 
 F  F
 
 F  xF  xF 
II if F bL

c F bL
 
c modulo the equations t
 
 t

 
     t
n
 t

n
and
F
 
is a formula then L has a negative positive occurrence modulo the
equations t
 
 t

 
     t
n
 t

n
 in the following formulas F  F
 
 	F 
III there are no other cases of positive negative occurrences of L in F 
Goal splitting rules GS
These rules are used for the elimination of the principal logical connective
from the TL sentence in the goal of an asequent processed The applica
tion of any rule results in generation of a new asequent with only one goal
and possibly with new premises The elimination of the TL equivalents
of proposition connectives is done according to  storder classical logic it
can be easily expressed in the terms of derivative rules of standard Gentzen
type calculi  and w
 
w
n
 wE
 
E
n
therewith are not changed
Essential deviation from traditional Gentzen inference search techniques is
observed in the processing of quantiers This deviation reects specic
quantier handling techniques investigated in  where variables of elim
inated quantiers are replaced by undened or xed variables depending
on an eliminated quantier Therewith w but not w
 
w
n
 E
 
E
n
 E
is changed and new premises can be generated
Propositional Rules

 
rule
BM  wF  F
 
 E 
BM wFE  wF
 
 E 


rule
BM  wF  F
 
 E 
BM w	F
 
 E  w	FE 
 rule
BM  wF  F
 
 E 
BM  wFE  BM  wF
 
 E 
 
 
rule
BM  wF  F
 
 E 
BM w	FE  wF
 
 E 
 

rule
BM  wF  F
 
 E 
BM w	F
 
 E  wFE 
 	rule
BM  w	FE 
BM  wF

 E 
where F

is the result of onestep transferring 		
 into F 
Quanti
er Rules
 rule
BM  w xFE 
BM  wxF j
x
x
 E 
where x is a new xed variable
 rule
BM  w xFE 
BM w x	FE  wx

 F j
x
x
 
 E 
where x

is a new unknown variable
Auxiliary goal rules AG
These rules reect the fact that mS is oriented to proof searching by certain
transformation of the sentences of selfcontained mathematical TL texts
In terms of Gentzentype calculi AGrules can be interpreted as the elimi
nation of principal logical connectives from TL sentences which occur in
premises Those sentences are generated deterministically beginning with
such a premise  w
i
 P
i
 E
i
 that P
i
contains a positive occurrence mod
ulo equations of the TL sentence F from the goal of an input asequent
for AG As to the elimination of principal logical connectives in premises
the remarks referring to GS are true excluding naturally remarks on
w
 
w
n
 wE
 
E
n
 E The application of AG results in generation of
m m   asequents with new goals  w

 
 F
 
 E

 
 w

m
 F
m
 E

m

and possibly some new wrt the input asequent for AG premises
Propositional Rules

 
rule
B  w F bL
 
c  F
 
 E

M  w

 LE 
B  w 	F bL

c E

M  w

 LE  B  LM  w	F
 
 E




rule
B  w F  F
 
bL

c E

M  w

 LE 
B  w F
 
bL

c E

M  w

 LE  B  LM  wFE


 

 
rule
B  w F  F
 
bL

c E

M  w

 LE 
B  w F
 
bL

c E

M  w

 LE  B  LM  w	FE




rule
B  w F bL

c  F
 
 E

M  w

 LE 
B  w F bL

c E

M  w

 LE  B  LM  w	F
 
 E



 
rule
B  w F bL

c  F
 
 E

M  w

 LE 
B  w F bL

c E

 wF
 
 E

M  w

 LE 


rule
B  w F  F
 
bL

c E

M  w

 LE 
B  w FE

 wF
 
bL

c E

M  w

 LE 
	 rule
B  w	F bL
 
c E

M  w

 LE 
B  w F

bL

c E

M  w

 LE 
where F

is the result of onestep transferring 		
 into F 
Termination Rules
 
 
rule
B  wLt
 
     t
n
 E

M  w

 Lt

 
     t

n
 E 
M  w  E


Here E

 E


E 
 ft
 
 t

 
     t
n
 t

n
g Lt
 
     t
n
 Lt

 
     t

n
 are
literals
 

rule
B
 
 Lt
 
     t
n
 B

M  w

 Lt

 
     t

n
 E 
B
 
 Lt
 
     t
n
 B

M  w

  E


Here E

 E 
 ft
 
 t

 
     t
n
 t

n
g Lt
 
     t
n
 Lt

 
     t

n
 are
literals
Quanti
er Rules
 rule
B  w xF bL

c E

M  w

 LE 
B  wx

 F j
x
x
 
bL

c E

 w xFE

M  w

 LE 
  
where x

is a new unknown variable
 rule
B  w xF bL

c E

M  w

 LE 
B  wx F j
x
x
bL

c E

M  w

 LE 
where x is a new xed variable
Denition application rule and auxiliary proposition rule
Structuring TL texts according to substantive sections ie denitions
propositions etc enables introducing in mS the de
nition application rule
DA and the auxiliary proposition rule AP in a natural way These rules
can be viewed as specic variants of AG They represent analogs of natural
theoremproving techniques for the application of denitions and auxiliary
propositions
The rule DA is formulated in view of the structure of the denition sec
tion of a TLtext According to the syntax of the language TL a denition
section consists of two parts namely a description part or description and
a denition part A description part is a collection of assumptions which
satises the following closure condition for any variable x that has an oc
currence in some assumption from the description there exists an assum
ption in the same description of the form 	Let x be K
 or 	x  M 

where K is a concept M is a term A denition part is a TLsentence
of the form Ax
 
     x
n
 IFF Fx
 
     x
n
 where x
 
x
n
are variables
and every x
i
i        n has an occurrence in the description part A
formulaAx
 
     x
n
 as a rule is an atom and Fx
 
     x
n
 is a formula
that does not include the atom A if we restrict ourselves to nonrecursive
denitions
A denition section with a description part consisting of the assump
tions F
 
F
k
and with a denition part of the form Ax
 
     x
n
 IFF
Fx
 
     x
n
 can be viewed as the formula x
 
   x
n
F
 
     F
k

Ax
 
    x
n
  Fx
 
     x
n
 Since the application of a denition
in a mathematical practice is generally done as if one of the formulas
x
 
  x
n
F
 
  F
k
 Ax
 
     x
n
  Fx
 
     x
n
 or x
 
  x
n
F
 

    F
k
 Fx
 
     x
n
  Ax
 
     x
n
 were used we treat a deni
tion section as a pair of the above formulas
An auxiliary proposition is a TLtext section consisting of a collection of
assumptions and a conclusion The conclusion can be viewed as a formula
F x
 
     x
n
 where x
 
x
n
are variables occurring in the assumptions of
the proposition The collection of assumptions satises the above closure
condition or it can be transformed in such a way to satisfy the closure
 
condition we do not consider this transformation here see for example
  on this issue
In DArule below F bL

c denotes either Ax
 
     x
n
  Fx
 
     x
n

or Fx
 
     x
n
  Ax
 
     x
n

DArule
P D
 
 x
 
   x
n
F
 
    F
k
 F bL

cD

 BM  w

 LE 
A
 
 w

 LE  A

 
 x

 
  x

n
 F
 
    F
k
 
Here A
 
denotes P D
 
 x
 
  x
n
F
 
     F
k
 F bL

c D

 B
 x

 
  x

n
 F bL

c M  A

 
denotes P D
 
 x
 
  x
n
F
 
    F
k

F bL

c D

 B   LM 
APrule
P
 
 x
 
  x
n
F
 
    F
k
 F bL

cP

 D BM  w

 LE 
A

 w

 LE  A


 x

 
  x

n
 F
 
    F
k
 
Here A

denotes P
 
 x
 
  x
n
F
 
     F
k
 F bL

c P

 D B 
x

 
  x

n
 F bL

c M  A


denotes P
 
 x
 
  x
n
F
 
   F
k
 F bL

c
P

 D B  LM 
Premise addition rule PArule
This rule aects the whole proof search tree After every application of
 rule  rule the new premise  wx

 F j
x
x
 
bL

c E

 
wxF j
x
x
bL

c E

 is added to antecedents of all asequents containing
a premise with a formula which includes the marked occurrence of  w
xF bL

c E

  w xF bL

c E

 through the current tree
Axioms
Axioms are asequents of the form P D BM  w  E  where 
denotes an empty formula
An inference tree
The assertion T to be proved is represented as a substantive TL section
	theorem
 in which conditions or assumptions and a conclusion are sep
arated and an initial asequent with respect to T  is constructed with the
assumptions and conclusion in its antecedent and succedent respectively
The remained part Txt of the TL text is given as the set of denitions
and auxiliary propositions
 
Applying the rules 	from top to bottom
 to the input asequent and
afterwards to its 	heirs
 and so on we nally obtain an inference tree
wrt the theorem T to be proved and 	environmental
 TL text Txt
The inference tree Tr is called a proof tree for an input asequent if and
only if   every leaf of Tr is an axiom  there exists the unier s of all
equations from Tr  s is admissible in the sense of this paper for the
set of all sequences of xed and unknown variables from the leaves of Tr
At any moment during inference search it is possible to test whether
a current inference tree can be transformed into a proof tree When the
construction of a proof tree is made in an interactive mode a user may
initiate this test For testing techniques for nding the most general unier
can be used
 Main results
It was noted above that any TL sentence can be treated as an analog of
some  storder classical logic formula It enables constructing formula pat
terns of such units of a TL text as the theorem to be proved a denition
an auxiliary proposition and to treat a selfcontained TL text as a set of
 storder formulas So it is possible to understand unambiguously such
terms as 	TL text consistency
 	logical consequence of a theorem from
a given TL text
 and 	validity
 of the theorem to be proved without
special dening the semantics of the TL language With this in mind we
state main results about mS as follows
Proposition  soundness and completeness of mS TL theorem T is
a logical consequence of a consistent TL text Txt which does not include
T  if and only if a proof tree with an initial sequent wrt T and Txt
can be constructed in mS
Proposition  A TL theorem T is valid if and only if a proof tree
with an initial sequent wrt T only can be constructed in mS
We note as a sideresult that rather rich collection of rules in mS
enables to construct various proof search strategies which model proofs
from usual mathematical texts and by maintaining the interactive mode
of proof search to allow a user to inuence a proof process actively If
such a strategy with or without participation of a human ensures an
exhaustive search then propositions   and  guarantee the soundness and
completeness of the strategy
 
 Conclusion
The described approach to logical inference search enables to gain the fol
lowing benets
  Through using an original notion of an asequent instead of a stan
dard notion of a sequent it is possible to develop a quantier handling
technique without preliminary skolemization that allows achieving infer
ence search eciency comparable with the eciency of methods requiring
preliminary skolemization
 Asequents allow to reduce by rather standard logical transforma
tion the assertion to be proven to a number of new auxiliary assertions
without specifying which terms should be substituted instead of variables
 Forming the collections of equations which can be treated as certain
constraints during proof search allows to postpone nding a solution for
equations up to arbitrary moment of time to separate it from deductive
process and then to use various equation solving techniques for exam
ple standard unication ACunication Eunication to builtin spe
cic equality handling rules eg paramodulation and to apply rewriting
techniques and various tools of computer algebra systems
In view of the item  it is possible to say that we have all the necessary
to begin the integration of deductive procedures with computer algebra
systems
As proof search methods relying on the principles described above can
operate within the signature of an input problem so it is possible to gener
ate sucient assertions and derive consequences in the form which is usual
for man This enables to construct exible interface tools
Nowadays there exists a series of projects and systems which have
intersections with the EA programme in one way or another and which
are close to it in spirit for example MIZAR THEOREMA OMEGA
ISABELLE QED A number of the above and some other projects sys
tems and groups for example the DReaM group Mechanized Reasoning
Group CAAR group etc are interested in the integration of the deduc
tive and computational power of both deduction systems and computer
algebra systems Taking this fact into consideration the authors hope
that this paper and some theses on the EA programme can be helpful in
attacking such problems as distributed automated theorem proving check
ing selfcontained mathematical texts for correctness remote training in
mathematical disciplines extracting knowledge frommathematical papers
and constructing data bases for mathematical theories
 
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 Appendix Example
In what follows we exemplify an inference in mS by presenting a proof
but not a proof search of a theorem chosen from  	Any closed subset
of a compact set is compact
 According to the EAstyle proof search
scheme that theorem should be 	immersed
 in a mathematical text We
present here the part of the text that includes assumptions and sections
really used in the course of formal inference search So some notions for
example 	innitesimally close
 the function ST  have no denitions in
the text below as those denitions are not used as the premises of DA
rule We use a standard Gentzen notation for sequents instead of asequent
notation 	hiding
 equation handling and variable sequence processing into
comments
The theorem to be proven is treated as a part of the following self
contained mathematical TLtext
  
Sets and Relations

Lemma  Let V be a set Let W be a subset of V  W is a set
Lemma  Let V be a set Let U be a subset of V  If t is an element of U
then t is an element of V 
Lemma  Let Y be a set ST Y  is a set
Lemma  Let U be a subset of X Let V be a subset of X If U is a
subset of V then ST U  is a subset of ST V 
Lemma  
The transitivity property of inclusion

For any U VW it is true that if U is a subset of V and V is a subset of
W then U is a subset of W 
 
Topological Spaces

Let X be a topological space
De
nition 
Let Y be a topological space Let M be a subset of Y  M is closed IFF for
any point Q of Y it is true that if P is a point of ST M  innitesimally
close to Q then Q is a point of M 
De
nition 
Let Y be a topological space Let M be a subset of Y  M is compact IFF
for any point P of ST M  there exists Q such that Q is a point ofM and
P is innitesimally close to Q
De
nition 
Let Y be a set P is a point of Y IFF P is an element of Y 
Lemma 
Any topological space is a set
Theorem
Any closed subset of a compact set is compact
 
After the syntactical transformation of the above TLtext we get the
following TL text
  
Sets and Relations

Lemma  Let V be a set Let W be a subset of V  W is a set
Lemma  Let V be a set Let U be a subset of V  If t is an element of U
then t is an element of V 
Lemma  Let Y be a set ST Y  is a set
Lemma  Let U be a subset of X Let V be a subset of X If U is a
subset of V then ST U  is a subset of ST V 
Lemma  
The transitivity property of inclusion

For any U VW it is true that if U is a subset of V and V is a subset of
W then U is a subset of W 
 
Topological Spaces

Let X be a topological space
De
nition 
Let Y be a topological space Let M be a subset of Y 
If M is closed then for any Q it is true that if Q is a point of Y then for
any P it is true that if P is a point of ST M  and P is innitesimally
close to Q then Q is a point of M 
Let Y be a topological space Let M be a subset of Y 
If for anyQ it is true that if Q is a point of Y then for any P it is true that
if P is a point of ST M  and P is innitesimally close to Q then Q is a
point of M  then M is closed
De
nition 
Let Y be a topological space Let M be a subset of Y 
If M is compact then for any P it is true that if P is a point of ST M 
then there exists Q such that Q is a point of M and P is innitesimally
close to Q
Let Y be a topological space Let M be a subset of Y 
If for any P it is true that if P is a point of ST M  then there exists Q
such that Q is a point of M and P is innitesimally close to Q then M
is compact
De
nition 
Let Y be a set
If P is a point of Y then P is an element of Y 
Let Y is a set
If P is an element of Y then P is a point of Y 
Lemma 
Let X be a topological space X is a set
Theorem
Let X be a topological space Let K be a subset of X Let F be a subset
 
of K Let K be compact Let F be closed Then F is compact
Proof
The following initial sequent corresponds to the theorem
D P   X is a T S K is a subset of X F is a subset of K K
is compact F is closed  F is compact 
Here we use the abbreviations T S and  for 	topological space
 and
	innitesimally close
 respectively The lists D and P constitute proof
environment and consist of all the denitions and lemmas respectively
from the above TL text In what follows we omit D and P but point
out those denitions and auxiliary propositions to which DA and AP rules
are applied Note that when DA is applied a denition is copied and then
those variables which belong to the copy are renamed In the text below
each renamed variable has a superscript which is equal to the number of a
particular denition
Let  denote the premises 	X is a T S K is a subset of X F is a
subset of K K is compact F is closed
 in the antecedent of the sequent
above overlined variables are xed variables The DA rule is applicable
to Denition  Two sequents are generated
    F is compact  Z

 
is a T S Z


is a subset of X
  Z


Z


is a point of ST Z


  Z


Z


is a point of Z


 Z



Z


  Z


is compact  F is compact
We exploit the dual nature of TL sentences and use standard logical
connectives to represent TL sentences in a shorthand form Note that
applying quantier rules we do not show duplicated formulas to save room
Applying GS rule to   we have new sequents
     F is compact  Z

 
is a T S
    F is compact  Z


is a subset of X
The sequent    is provable and we have a substitution fXZ

 
g Ap
plying AG rule to  we have
   Z


is compact  F is compact
   F is compact Z


Z


is a point of ST Z


  Z


Z


is
a point of Z


 Z


 Z



The sequent   is provable and the corresponding substitution is
fFZ


g Then applying GS rules to  we obtain
    F is compact Z


is a point of ST F  Z


	Z


is a point
of F  Z


 Z


 Z


is a point of F
   F is compact Z


is a point of ST F  Z


	Z


is a point
of F  Z


 Z


 Z


 Z


Let us consider the sequent  Denote the collection of the premises
of  by 
 
 The rule DA is applicable to Denition  Processing 

by DA and then by AG we have the following sequents
    F is compact  Z


 Z



 
 Z


is a T S
   F is compact  Z


 Z



 
 Z


is a subset of X
   F is compact  Z


 Z



 
 Z


is a point of ST K 
   F is compact
 
 Z

	
is a point of KZ


 Z

	
 Z


 Z


The sequents     are provable the corresponding
common substitution is fXZ


KZ


 Z


Z


 Z

	
Z


g Note that there
are two new premises now Z

	
is a point of K and Z


 Z

	
 Taking into
account above new premises ie applying PA rule and the substitution
generated we can write down the sequent   in the following form
  F is compact
 
 Z

	
is a point of KZ


 Z

	
 Z

	
is a point of F 
Now DA is applicable to Denition   The chain of DA AG and GS
applications gives
     F is compact  Z

	
is a point of F 
 
 Z

	
is a point of
KZ


 Z

	
 Z
 
 
is a T S
    F is compact  Z

	
is a point of F 
 
 Z

	
is a point of
KZ


 Z

	
 Z
 

is a subset of X
    F is compact  Z

	
is a point of F 
 
 Z

	
is a point of
KZ


 Z

	
 Z
 

is a point of X
    F is compact
 
 Z

	
is a point of KZ


 Z

	
 Z
 

is a point
of Z
 

 Z

	
is a point of F
    F is compact  Z

	
is a point of F 
 
 Z

	
is a point of
KZ


 Z

	
 Z
 

 Z

	
    F is compact  Z

	
is a point of F 
 
 Z

	
is a point of
KZ


 Z

	
 Z
 

is a point of ST F 
The sequents          are provable the substitu
tion generated is fXZ
 
 
 Z

	
Z
 

 FZ
 

 Z


Z
 

g
Let us consider the sequent   It can be written now as follows
  F is compact F is a subset of X  Applying AP to Lemma 
the transitivity of inclusion and then AG rules we have
     F is compact   F is a subset of X Z
t
 
is a subset of Z
t

    F is compact   F is a subset of X Z
t

is a subset of Z
t

    F is compact Z
t
 
is a subset of Z
t

 F is a subset of X
The sequent   is provable fFZ
t
 
KZ
t

 XZ
t

g The sequent  
can be proved similarly
We proceed processing  Applying the substitution generated we
have   F is compact  Z


 Z

	

 
 Z


is a point of ST K Notice
 
that 
 
contains the premise Z


is a point of ST F  Denote the antecedent
of the sequent by B
 

 
 The rule DA is applicable to Denition  We
obtain
  B
 
  Z


is a point of ST K
 
 Z

 
is a set
 B
 
  Z


is a point of ST K 
 
 Z


is an element of Z

 
 B
 

 
 Z


is a point of Z

 
 Z


is a point of ST K 
The sequent  is provable the substitution generated is
fZ


Z


 ST KZ

 
g Then   is of the form
B
 
  Z


is a point of ST K
 
 ST K is a set
The sequent  is now of the form B
 
  Z


is a point of ST K

 
 Z


is an element of ST K
Let us consider the rst of these two sequents Denote its antecedent
by B



 The rule AP is applicable to Lemma 
   B

  ST K is a set

 Z
l
 
is a set
  B



 ST Z
l
 
 is a set  ST K  is a set
The sequent   is provable fKZ
l
 
g The rule AP is applica
ble to    and Lemma   giving
    B

  ST K is a set  K is a set

 Z
l 
 
is a set
   B

  ST K is a set   K is a set 

 Z
l

is a subset
of Z
l 
 
   B

  ST K is a set

 Z
l 

is a set  K is a set
The sequent    is provable fKZ
l 

 XZ
l 
 
g
Substituting in     we have
B

  ST K  is a set  K is a set

 X is a set
Applying AP to Lemma  gives
     B

  ST K is a set  K is a set  X is a set


Z
l
 
is a T S
    B

  ST K  is a set  K is a set

 Z
l
 
is a set  X
is a set
The above sequents are provable fXZ
l
 
g Denote the antecedent of
 by B



 Applying AP to Lemma  we obtain
  B

  Z


is an element of ST K

 Z
l
 
is a subset of
Z
l

 B

  Z


is an element of ST K 

 Z
l

is an element
of Z
l
 
 B



 Z
l

is an element of Z
l

 Z


is an element of
ST K 
The sequent  is provable fST K Z
l

 Z


Z
l

g The appli
cation of AP to   and Lemma  produces

   B

  Z


is an element of ST K Z
l
 
is a subset of
ST K  

 Z
l
 
is a subset of Z
l

  B

  Z


is an element of ST K 

 ST Z
l
 
 is a subset
of ST Z
l

 Z
l
 
is a subset of ST K 
which are provable fFZ
l
 
KZ
l

 ST F Z
l
 
g
To prove  we apply DA to Denition 
  B

  Z


is an element of ST K  Z


is an element of
ST F 

 Z


is a set
 B

  Z


is an element of ST K  Z


is an element of
ST F 

 Z


is a point of Z


 B

  Z


is an element of ST K

 Z


is an element
of Z


 Z


is an element of ST F 
The seguents  and  are provable fST F Z



Z


Z


g The application of AP to   and Lemma  gives
   B

  Z


is an element of ST K  Z


is an element
of ST F   ST F  is a set

 Z
l

is a set
  B

  Z


is an element of ST K  Z


is an element
of ST F 

 ST Z
l

 is a set  ST F  is a set
The sequent   is proved fFZ
l

g
To prove    the rule AP should be applied to Lemma   The
sequent   is provable by the application of DA to Denition  AP
to Lemma  and then DA to Denition 
Of course the above mS inference of the theorem requires editing to take
the form of a proof from a usual mathematical publication Constructing
the edition of the proof it should be reasonable to 	hide
 the inference
steps concerning for example going from the notion of a point to the
notion of an element and settheoretical reasoning steps
